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A conceptualisation of the post-museum as pedagogical space

Richard Watermeyer

ABSTRACT: This paper explores the idea of the post-museum as an immersive knowledge experience facilitating conceptual and strategic directions in public engagement with science and technology. It considers the extent to which the museum has evolved from repository of cultural artefacts to experience-based process of knowledge acquisition and production. The post-museum is invoked as a model of participatory pedagogy that moves beyond traditional forms of learning, knowledge acquisition and knowledge interface, and conceptualisations of the learner in science. It is presented as an educational and recreational experience, which locates and translates knowledge to the novice or non-traditional patron using rich social narratives that ground scientific expertise in the practice of everyday life. The experience of science is thus made familiar and relevant and concurrently regulated and owned by the visitor. The learner is consequently recast from passive recipient of information-bites to choreographer, translator and innovator within a scientific knowledge continuum.

Preamble

The following discussion takes its cue from an interest in how the social and material architecture of public spaces is co-opted for the democratisation and/or ‘making public’ of expert knowledge. It forms part of a programme of research focused on how public spaces, specifically public spaces of learning or spaces of public learning, expedite the translation and transfer of complex knowledge in ways, which invoke the public’s scientific imagination and catalyse the ‘citizen-scientist’. 1,2

The account that follows offers a conceptualisation of the museum not as an edifice but experience of science – a post-museum or what Bourriaud3 calls a ‘relational aesthetic’, which rehabilitates and renews the interface between science and its lay communities; propagates the public’s fascination with science and/or the public’s scientific imagination and scaffolds a potentially lifelong learning journey; and reconfigures the museum as a public and pedagogical space. The museological lens is consequently adopted to further interrogate, problematize and ameliorate conceptual and strategic directions in public engagement with science.

Introduction

In recent years, substantial funding of the museum sector has facilitated methodological innovations informing how expert knowledge is communicated and made available to the public in explicitly participatory ways. 4 In tandem, this has generated an increased recognition of the value of informal learning among all age cohorts; 5 new interest in technologically facilitated communication; 6 ‘interactivity’ or interpersonal communication; 7 and the continuation of a sociological tradition in the communication of scientific complexity to lay audiences. 8 This has occurred in the West with the emergence of a learning society and a shift from industrial to knowledge based or information economies; the massification of education; and new technologically assisted platforms for knowledge generation, dissemination and sharing.

Strategic reorientations in learning design and praxis have underpinned this transition. A need for new learning paradigms in negotiation of knowledge, ubiquitously, instantly and continuously cascading via digital and mobile fora, analogous to what Shenk9 describes as an information saturated society; a move
towards constructivist, personalised approaches to learning; a growing recognition of the benefits of non-school sources of education, and notions of learning as leisure or what Falk et al. call ‘free choice learning’ have altered conceptualisations of the learner and approaches to learning, from the perspective of both educational providers and learners themselves.

Though not originally nor always latterly intended as an educational space, the museum has in parts evolved as a site for highly individualised and immersive forms of science learning. Indeed, as Marstine suggests, learning is increasingly an integral component of museum practice. A contemporary focus for museum learning is in then prioritising the uniqueness of each visitor and their varying if disparate learning experiences and learning outcomes – adopting a constructivist learning approach.

This paper provides a theoretical discussion of the way with which new interactive museums or what Hooper-Greenhill describes as ‘post-museums’, organise and reconceptualise space for the emancipation of the visitor from prescriptive curatorial and learning styles and agendas, accordingly opening and expanding new spaces for public participation in science. The post-museum is considered for its potential to recruit, support and sustain non-traditional audiences through a model of experiential learning and as one iteration of the public sphere that culminates with a scientifically engaged public.

**Postmodernism and the Interactive Turn**

Interactive-focused museums and science centres, which use immersive-simulated environments and multimedia/sensory/touch-feel-experience displays are celebrated for their ability to engage with the socio-cultural and physical contexts of visiting and the diverse cognitive frameworks of visitors that differentiate learning styles. ‘Interactives’ are credited, by virtue of being ‘hands-on’, as pedagogically superior to traditional museum formats allowing visitors to experiment and play with exhibits and generate their own frames of reference and meaning. They are championed by their advocates, as circumventing the didactic or prescriptive characteristics of conventional forms of transmission pedagogy; which visitors find off-putting or outmoded. Indeed, Macdonald comments on how museum staff routinely refer to interactives as democratising tools empowering visitors as active decision-makers. There is however a corpus of dissent that argues against the effectiveness of interactives.

Critics such as George Hein argue that a ‘minds-on’ formula is a more efficacious and democratic approach to learning than ‘hands-on’ pedagogy. Others comment that interactives distract from analytical and critical readings and fail to connect with larger debates in society.

In a purported milieu of ‘hyper-reality’, ‘consumer culture’ and ‘culture as showbusiness’, detractors of the interactive approach argue that the museum has been relegated to a ‘supermarket of culture’ for instance argues that the rampant ascent of visual and audiovisual technologies has ravaged mnemonic recall and retention and instated an ‘automation of perception’ or what Baudrillard refers to as ‘yes or no’ responses among museum visitors. Others bemoan the sensory overload of an ‘information society’ and the demise of contemplation, which in the museum context is subjugated by a commercialist edict of instant gratification and the infantilisation, if dénouement, of the spectator as aesthetic journeyman. The museum experience it follows becomes a fractured and inchoate spectator as aesthetic journeyman. The museum experience it follows becomes a fractured and inchoate

Knowledge is and will be produced in order to be sold, it is and will be consumed in order to be valorized in a new production.

The museum experience is from this perspective not focused on learning and pedagogy but its status as a commodity of the knowledge economy where the experience of knowledge, or be that quasi-knowledge, is the new recreation. In response to the pressures of a consumer society, museums have reconfigured themselves as ‘distraction machines’, vying for patronage in an increasingly competitive
and saturated market. The post-museum in this context is positioned as both a ‘place of learning and knowledge and a place of enjoyment’. Balancing these priorities is however complicated by forces of marketization and a need for museums to compete with other family focused attractions with bigger budgets and better resourced marketing strategy. The intercession and prioritisation of commercial interests in the governance of the museum has caused, for some purists, the desertion of its founding principles. Furthermore, the museum’s commitment to fulfilling the expectations and standards of a recreational economy, principally through the indiscriminate investment and use of technologically facilitated mediation, is seen to have ironically culminated with the disenchantment, fatigue and ennui of the museum patron. The Disneyfication of the museum sector and a modern accent on theme-park thrills are seen to further debilitate the contemplative mood and the potential for museum visitors to engage with individual exhibits in any meaningful way. Bauman refers to this as, … the peculiar fashion in which the members of a society of consumers think of behaving or in which they behave ‘unreflexively’ … 

Notwithstanding, consideration of the museum as post-museum and site of experiential and informal learning is not as many postmodern critics surmise, redundant, but in need as Prior proposes of closer inspection. Indeed, where some critics correlate changes to the museum with the erosion of its aesthetic or museological denouement, others consider its contemporization as producing a ‘complex, double-ended organization in which composite tendencies are absorbed and played out’. 

The Post-Museum

Postmodernists argue that the museum, encountered simply and purely as a building, has evolved and been seceded by the era of the post-museum, imagined as a knowledge process or experience. In this way of thinking, the museum has evolved from a repository of material culture that articulates personal and national identity to a process of cultural exchange that perpetuates community dialogue and ongoing constructions of meaning. The museum has as Augé might suggest, become a ‘non-place’ – an unstable, eclectic ensemble of aesthetic or cultural narratives.

It is in this context that the post-museum offers a model for experiential learning, what Borzak calls ‘a direct encounter with the phenomena rather than merely thinking about the encounter’ and a unique platform for public engagement with science and technology. Its modus operandi privileges social interaction and lived experience as a means to invoke and elucidate scientific discourse. In a Goffmanesque sense, the post-museum is the enactment or performance of scientific knowledge, made apparent and available through a process of creative and participatory visualization. At its paradigmatic heart the post-museum mobilizes the visualization of science through the human-self, or the story of science as told through the intersecting strands of social and cultural narrative. The post-museum is a process of investing science with its social and cultural heritage and imagining its cultural legacy. It is an interface that connects the life of the non-expert with the life of the expert and clears a way for ‘dialogue’. It is a process of humanizing science or making science known through the project of being human.

Transformed from isolated and passive to collective and participatory the post-museum experience is primed not only to enlarge the critical consciousness and sharpen the critical lens but extend the diversity of its patrons. The post-museum is for and belongs to educators, museum specialists, scientists, students, artists, parents, the general populace. It is, as an experience or interface with science, not confined to one destination. It is not only the San Francisco Exploratorium or London Science Museum. It is also a webcast, a podcast, a blog, a Facebook posting, or online game. It is any means of expressing science where science is the manifestation of human interaction and endeavour. The post-museum represents therefore the performance or embodiment of a community in the process of assimilating, contesting and/or synthesising scientific knowledge and mechanism which engenders the socially conscious and democratically mobile citizen. It is in this context that some educational theorists like Usher et al. signpost the museum as a unique space facilitating the emergence of identity, which Weedon argues propels the knowing subject – the active, self-determining, efficacious student of science. However the post-museum as a site of bricolage and multiple epistemic assemblages calls into question what the knowing subject takes as known.
In what Bauman refers to as an age of ‘liquid modernity’ or Augé calls ‘supermodernity’, the post-museum is poised as a space that reflects and responds to uncertainty and contingency – it is a ‘symbolic place of difference and divergence’. Simultaneously, it fulfils changing expectations of the learning contract, which Hooper-Greenhill depicts as ‘foregrounding play and desire, rather than a search for a proscribed pre-determined end’. Bennett claims that creative exhibition curatorialism, evidenced within the interactive turn, mobilises the ambiguity of objects and the unpredictability of visitor engagement with them to diversify knowledge. In this way the architecture of knowledge constantly shifts, invoking multiple permutations of scientific understanding. There is however a danger with this that where public understandings of science become so multifarious and diffuse popular misinformation breeds. Macdonald refers to this as the ‘pubic understanding of science paradox’.

A post-museum focus on participatory experience is intended to empower the visitor by building confidence and tapping wells of creativity and self-expression that generate moments of self-actualization. With participative exploration comes personal constructionism which liberates the museum from the staidness of ritualistic convention by privileging the meditations of new users/customers/collaborators of scientific knowledge. Through the post-museum, meaning making thus mutates from uni-directional, undiscriminating, detached and one-dimensional into an immersive, multiple, collaborative event that exhibits many voices and perspectives:

Knowledge is no longer unified and monolithic; it becomes fragmented and multi-vocal. There is no necessary unified perspective - rather a cacophony of voices may be heard that present a range of views, experiences and values. The voice of the museum is one among many.

It is in this context that the post-museum represents fertile ground for public dialogue, the ‘upstreaming’ of public involvement in matters of scientific and technological complexity, and the cultivation of what Jasanoff calls ‘civic epistemologies’. The unfolding of scientific technocracy accordingly begins with a perceptual reorientation from the scientific to the social or the scientific through the social. The post-museum presents a gateway to a myriad of social narratives. Its collection may disseminate not single but multiple histories; stories told through ‘subtle juxtapositions of experience’. As a sensorial immersive experience the post-museum may concurrently facilitate new knowledge; ‘a result of a creative process based on imagination’. Creative learning may further intellectual curiosity, autonomy, flexibility and risk taking, whilst consolidating learner motivation and engagement. Simultaneously, object-based learning may facilitate the development of the imagination; instil a greater motivation to learn and make available learning pathways where thoughts, knowledge and emotions are articulated without need of words.

The post-museum thus emerges from the certainty of its predecessor as a series of signposts declaring a route, albeit mazy, risk-laden and perhaps as one of many, that leads to knowledge. As one knowledge pathway, the post-museum is suggestive and formative and though in some way authoritative, inconclusive and iterative. More than just containing and displaying scientific artefacts the post-museum provides a compass for the knowledge orienteer to navigate an experience of them; professing an individualised or personalised level of engagement. It is first and foremost an emergent space; designed and built by the interpretations and projections of critical agency that foment contestation and the ‘negotiation of hegemony’, absolutes or incontestable conclusions made of and by science. The post-museum is as such a birth-pool and prosenium for an inquiring public and the materialization of a public discourse in science.

The Post-Museum as a Public Sphere

Ashley argues that whilst the museum can be seen to represent or reinforce the hegemonic agency of state it concurrently and paradoxically exists as a public sphere for the discussion, disputation and (re)generation of scientific knowledge. It is a public forum, theoretically open to all and where large assemblies may coalesce to participate in a myriad of events, programmes and lectures. The museum concurrently challenges the authority of the scientific expert in so much as museum professionals are redefined as Bauman argues from ‘legislators’ to ‘interpreters’ of knowledge. In this way the museum fulfils Habermas ideal of the public sphere as an equitable space for the rational determination of the ‘public good’. Indeed, beyond the exhibition, the museum contributes to a series of events, where the
multiple aspects of science as culture are democratised, enriched and mobilised. These comprise community and organisational partnerships; educational programmes; and temporary residencies by specific groups such as writers, scientists and artists-in-residence who re-designate the parameters and function of museum space to suit their own needs. The elasticity or tractability of museological practice/experience in this context is what transforms the museum into a viable space for public/expert integration and collaboration in science and its fulfilment as the post-museum, which as an experiential gateway abandons ‘the values of objectivity, rationality, order and distance’ to ‘negotiate responsiveness, encourage mutually nurturing partnerships and celebrate diversity’.88

The post-museum as a component of the public sphere thus corresponds to what Taylor95 depicts as the ‘social imaginary’ – citizens voicing opinions in a public space that exists beyond state power. As a lever from official forms of wisdom, the post-museum represents a genuinely critical and democratic space intended for experiential learning and dialogic participation in science. It subverts knowledge hierarchy, certitude and absolutism with a deliberate looseness and playful exuberance that stimulates the visitor to contest received wisdom and confidently and legitimately participate in new epistemologies.90 As distinct from the national museum, which has historically corroborated with the grand and oppressive narrative of Eurocentric modernity, the post-museum offers a liminal space or threshold for scientific (re)interpretation, where social agents collectively dissent and resist imposed and normative discourses.91 The post-museum is then one expression of the public voice as an able, integral and stabilising contributor in the production of scientific discourse.9293

Where the objective of the traditional museum was to provide specific, non-arbitrary meanings via the display of cultural objects, the post-museum confuses and complicates. It occurs as a zone of ‘liminality’94 and of abstraction leading to unanticipated possibilities for engagement with scientific complexity. The transitory nature of its experience, as a brief, arguably unsustainable interlude or stimulus to meaning making, is also however important. The museum visit is almost a period of ‘real-time’ stasis, a point of interruption, which allows what Bazin95 calls ‘momentary epiphanies’ that induce from the spectator ‘the illusion of knowing intuitively his essence and his strengths’. These moments of insight correspond to what Hooper-Greenhill96 refers to as ‘learning at a glance’ a type of incidental, latent or serendipitous learning where the exposition of scientific knowledge occurs as a punctuation or interstice to daily life and as an evocative snap-shot triggering prolonged reflection. The suspension of temporality in this case provides a buffer, an intermission from daily convention and an opportunity to deliberate, introspect and meaning make. With this momentary hiatus, the spectator may escape the constraints of mundane or superficial experience and as Pearce97 suggests, entertain larger, more fulfilling and meaning-rich perspectives.

The extent by which the museum has become a living laboratory, worthy of emulation in other knowledge institutions, directly corresponds to the success of its reinvention as a participative learning zone and immersive social space; and its own cultural and organisational renaissance from mausoleum of cultural relics and antiquities to experiment of social/scientific living. The learning potential of the museum is as an experience, which revives forgotten or dulled emotions that reconnect a sense of place and of abstraction leading to unanticipated possibilities for engagement with scientific complexity. The transitory nature of its experience, as a brief, arguably unsustainable interlude or stimulus to meaning making, is also however important. The museum visit is almost a period of ‘real-time’ stasis, a point of interruption, which allows what Bazin95 calls ‘momentary epiphanies’ that induce from the spectator ‘the illusion of knowing intuitively his essence and his strengths’. These moments of insight correspond to what Hooper-Greenhill96 refers to as ‘learning at a glance’ a type of incidental, latent or serendipitous learning where the exposition of scientific knowledge occurs as a punctuation or interstice to daily life and as an evocative snap-shot triggering prolonged reflection. The suspension of temporality in this case provides a buffer, an intermission from daily convention and an opportunity to deliberate, introspect and meaning make. With this momentary hiatus, the spectator may escape the constraints of mundane or superficial experience and as Pearce97 suggests, entertain larger, more fulfilling and meaning-rich perspectives.
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Conclusion

The proposal of the post-museum as a ‘New Institution’100 represents an epistemological turning-point and operational realignment of the museum from a bank to a broker or intermediary of scientific knowledge, empowering visitors as architects and regulators, authors and owners of an increasingly personalized museum experience and individualized account of science. Through an investment in the personalization, localization and creative visualization of science and technology the post-museum represents a new addition to the conceptual repertoire of public engagement with science and technology;
which appears decidedly ‘upstream’ in nature, incorporating non-expert groups in the early stages of scientific inquiry. Indeed, the post-museum is indicative not only of a contemporary trend for knowledge exchange and transfer between expert and non-expert communities that typifies the broader role of science communication as a means of democratisation and social egalitarianism, but signposts a reconfiguration in the processes and conventions of knowledge production itself, and that an investment in the public as co-author and co-investor in scientific discourse is not negligent, profligate or misplaced but predicated on an understanding of the public as a competent and able collaborator and handler of scientific knowledge. The post-museum is thus a promissory yet no less plausible proposition, premised on the manifestation of science in the public imagination not as a narrative told but a narrative in the making.

Finally, through an emphasis on playful and creative experiences, the post-museum provides a pedagogical alternative which may help to instil a greater awareness, enthusiasm and empathy for science among learners of all ages and all types; and without the fear expressed by some that the amplification of enjoyment and fun is to the detriment of the learning experience, contemplative mood or aesthetic value of the museum. Re-imagined as an experience less edifice of science, the museum as post-museum makes plain the educational value permeating recreational and entertaining forms of cultural activity and that as Kalliala argues play itself ‘paves the way for learning’. The post-museum ostensibly is thus one route not only to greater participation and inclusion in science but the elucidation of multiple publics in science.
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